YARN JOINING DEVICE, SPINNING MACHINE, AND AUTOMATIC WINDER

A yarn joining device includes a first unwinding pipe (38), a second unwinding pipe (39), and a yarn joining section. The first unwinding pipe (38) has a first air blowing hole (45) formed therein for passing air to generate an air current inside thereof that acts on a first yarn and unwinds the first yarn. The second unwinding pipe (39), has a different shape from that of the first unwinding pipe (38), with a second air blowing hole (46 to 49) formed therein for passing air to generate an air current inside thereof that acts on a second yarn and unwinds the second yarn. The yarn joining section joins the first yarn unwound by the first unwinding pipe and the second yarn unwound by the second unwinding pipe.
1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention mainly relates to a yarn joining device having a yarn joining section that performs yarn joining.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] In yarn winding machines, such as spinning machines, in a situation where a yarn becomes discontinuous for some reason and the like, a yarn joining device performs an operation for connecting the yarns. Yarn joining devices having two untwisting pipes and a yarn joining section are known in the art. One of the discontinuous yarns (a first yarn) is inserted into one of the two untwisting pipes, and the other yarn (a second yarn) is inserted into the other untwisting pipe. One or more air blowing holes are formed in each of the untwisting pipes. Air is passed through those air blowing holes and jetted when an air current is to be generated inside the untwisting pipes. The untwisting pipes perform untwisting of the yarns that have been inserted therein by applying the air current on the yarns. The yarn joining section joins the two untwisted yarns together by twisting the yarns by applying the air current on those yarns.


[0004] For example, when the yarn formed in an air spinning machine becomes discontinuous, there are situations where the ease of untwisting is different for the first yarn and the second yarn. Therefore, it is desirable to be able to change the amount of air in the air current, the direction of the air current, and the like, in each of the untwisting pipes.

[0005] In the configuration disclosed in Japanese Patent Laid-Open No. H5-338922, holes having similar physical properties are formed in both the untwisting pipes, and there is no mention in this document about regulating the amount of air to be supplied to the untwisting pipes. Therefore, it can be assumed that the amount of air in the air current and the direction of the air current are similar in both the untwisting pipes disclosed in Japanese Patent Laid-Open No. H5-338922.

[0006] In Japanese Patent Laid-Open No. 2014-234308, by separately regulating the amount of air to be supplied to each of the untwisting pipes, the amount of air in the air current in each of the untwisting pipes can be changed. However, each of the first yarn and the second yarn cannot be untwisted properly by simply changing the amount of air supplied to the untwisting pipes. If the yarns are not untwisted properly, a weak joint may be formed.

5 SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] It is one object of the present invention to provide a yarn joining device that can change the manner in which the untwisting is performed in the first yarn and the second yarn thereby achieving a sufficiently strong joint.

[0008] According to one aspect of the present invention, a yarn joining device includes a pipe-shaped first unwinding section with a first air blowing hole formed therein for passing air to generate an air current inside thereof that acts on a first yarn and unwinds the first yarn; a pipe-shaped second unwinding section, having a different shape from that of the first unwinding section, with a second air blowing hole formed therein for passing air to generate an air current inside thereof that acts on a second yarn and unwinds the second yarn; and a yarn joining section that joins the first yarn unwound by the first unwinding section and the second yarn unwound by the second unwinding section.

[0009] According to another aspect of the present invention, a spinning machine includes the above yarn joining device; a drafting device that drafts a fiber bundle; an air spinning device that forms a yarn by applying twists to the fiber bundle; and a winding section that forms a package by winding the yarn.

[0010] According to still another aspect of the present invention, an automatic winder includes the above yarn joining device, and the automatic winder forms a new package by rewinding any one of a yarn supplying bobbin and a package on which a spun yarn has been wound.

[0011] The above and other objects, features, advantages and technical and industrial significance of this invention will be better understood by reading the following detailed description of presently preferred embodiments of the invention, when considered in connection with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0012] FIG. 1 is a front view of a configuration of a spinning frame according to a first embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 2 is a side view of a spinning unit when it is winding a spun yarn.

FIG. 3 is a side view of the spinning unit when it is performing a yarn catching operation after a yarn breakage has occurred.

FIG. 4 is a side view of the spinning unit when it is performing yarn joining.

FIG. 5 is a cross-sectional view of an air spinning device and a neighboring configuration thereof.
A spinning frame according to a first embodiment of the present invention is explained below with reference to the drawings. A spinning frame 1 shown in FIG. 1 includes plural spinning units 2 arranged side-by-side, a yarn joining carrier 3, a motor box 4, and a machine frame control device 90. The machine frame control device 90 centrally manages the various structural components of the spinning frame 1, and includes a monitor 91 and one or more input keys 92. An operator performs an appropriate operation by using the input keys 92 to perform a setting operation on a particular spinning unit 2 or all the spinning units 2, and to display on the monitor 91 setting, state, and the like of a particular spinning unit 2 or all the spinning units 2.

As shown in FIG. 2, each spinning unit 2 includes a drafting device 7, an air spinning device 9, a yarn accumulating device 14, and a winding device 96 arranged in this order from upstream to downstream. In the present specification, "upstream" and "downstream" mean upstream and downstream in the running (transportation) direction of a fiber bundle 8 and a spun yarn 10 at the time of performing the spinning operation. Each spinning unit 2 spins the fiber bundle 8 sent from the drafting device 7, with the air spinning device 9 to form the spun yarn 10, and winds the spun yarn 10 with the winding device 96 to form a package 28.

The drafting device 7 is arranged near an upper edge of a housing 5 of the spinning frame 1. The drafting device 7 includes four roller pairs: a back roller pair 21, a third roller pair 22, a middle roller pair 24, and a front roller pair 25 arranged in this order from the upstream side to the downstream side. In the middle roller pair 24, an apron belt 23 is provided on each roller thereof. The drafting device 7 drafts the fiber bundle 8, which is supplied thereto via a fiber bundle guide 20 from a not-shown fiber bundle case, until the fiber bundle 8 attains a predetermined thickness. The fiber bundle 8 drafted by the drafting device 7 is supplied to the air spinning device 9.

The air spinning device 9 applies twists, by using a swirling air current, to the fiber bundle 8 supplied from the drafting device 7 to form the spun yarn 10. A concrete structure of the air spinning device 9 will be explained later.

A yarn quality measuring device 12 and a spinning sensor 13 are arranged downstream of the air spinning device 9. The spun yarn 10 spun by the air spinning device 9 passes the yarn quality measuring device 12 and the spinning sensor 13.

The yarn quality measuring device 12 monitors a thickness of the running spun yarn 10 with a not-shown optical sensor. The yarn quality measuring device 12 transmits, upon detecting a yarn defect (a point where the spun yarn 10 has an abnormal thickness and the like) in the spun yarn 10, a yarn-defect detection signal to a not-shown unit controller. The yarn quality measuring device 12 is not limited to the optical sensor, and can be, for example, a device that monitors the thickness of the spun yarn 10 with a capacitance sensor. The yarn quality measuring device 12 can detect a foreign substance included in the spun yarn 10 as the yarn defect.

The yarn accumulating device 14 is arranged immediately downstream of the yarn quality measuring device 12. The spinning sensor 13 detects a tension of the spun yarn 10 between the air spinning device 9 and the yarn accumulating device 14. The spinning sensor 13 transmits a detection signal indicative of the detected tension to the unit controller. The unit controller detects an abnormal point, such as a point where the yarn is weak, by monitoring the tension detected by the spinning sensor 13. However, the spinning sensor 13 can be omitted.

The yarn accumulating device 14 is arranged downstream of the yarn quality measuring device 12 and the spinning sensor 13. The yarn accumulating device 14 includes, as shown in FIG. 2, a yarn accumulating roller 15 and a motor 16 that rotationally drives the yarn accumulating roller 15.

A predetermined amount of the spun yarn 10 can be wound on an outer periphery of the yarn accumulating roller 15 to temporarily store the spun yarn 10. While the spun yarn 10 has been wound around the outer periphery of the yarn accumulating roller 15, the spun yarn 10 can be drawn from the air spinning device 9 at a predetermined speed to transport the spun yarn 10 to the downstream side by rotating the yarn accumulating roller 15 at a predetermined rotation speed. Because the spun yarn 10 can be temporarily accumulated on the outer periphery of the yarn accumulating roller 15 in this manner, the yarn accumulating device 14 can be caused to function as a buffer. Accordingly, problems (e.g., slack of the spun yarn 10, and the like) that can occur when the spinning speed in the air spinning device 9 and the winding speed (the speed with which the spun yarn 10 is wound into the package 28) do not match each other due to some reason can be solved.

A yarn guide 17 and the winding device 96 are arranged downstream of the yarn pooling device 14. The winding device 96 is provided with a cradle arm 97 that rotatably supports a bobbin on which the spun yarn 10 is wound.
The winding device 96 includes a winding drum 98, a traversing guide 99, and a not-shown winding drum driving motor. The winding drum 98 rotates while being in contact with the outer periphery of the bobbin or the package 28 when the driving force of the winding drum driving motor is transmitted thereto. The traversing guide 99 is engageable with the spun yarn 10. The winding device 96 drives the winding drum 98 with the winding drum driving motor while causing the traversing guide 99 to make a reciprocating motion by using a not-shown driving device. As a result, while the spun yarn 10 is being traversed, the winding device 96 rotates the package 28 that is in contact with the winding drum 98 whereby the spun yarn 10 is wound into the package 28.

As shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, the yarn joining cart 3 includes a yarn joining device 93, a suction pipe 94, and a suction mouth 95. When a yarn breakage or a yarn discontinuation occurs in one of the spinning units 2, the yarn joining carrier 3 travels on a not-shown rail up to the spinning unit 2, and stops there. The suction pipe 94 swings in an upper direction around a shaft to catch the spun yarn 10 (a second yarn, an upper yarn, or a yarn on the upstream side) fed out from the air spinning device 9 (state shown in FIG. 3), and then swings in a lower direction around the shaft to guide the caught spun yarn 10 to the yarn joining device 93 (state shown in FIG. 4). The suction mouth 95 swings in the lower direction around a shaft to catch the spun yarn 10 (a first yarn, a lower yarn, or a yarn on the downstream side) from the package 28 (state shown in FIG. 3), and then swings in the upper direction around the shaft to guide the caught spun yarn 10 to the yarn joining device 93 (state shown in FIG. 4). The yarn joining device 93 joins the spun yarns 10 guided thereto.

Referring now to FIG. 5, a configuration of the air spinning device 9 is explained below.

As shown in FIG. 5, the air spinning device 9 includes a first holder (nozzle block) 60 and a second holder 70. The first holder 60 is arranged at an upstream edge of the air spinning device 9. The first holder 60 includes a fiber guide 61, a spinning chamber 62, and a nozzle 63.

The fiber guide 61 guides the fiber bundle 8 drafted by the drafting device 7 toward the inside of the air spinning device 9. A fiber introduction port 61a and a guiding needle 61b are formed in the fiber guide 61. The fiber bundle 8 drafted by the drafting device 7 is guided, through the fiber introduction port 61a, into the spinning chamber 62 so as to be wound over the guiding needle 61b. The air spinning device 9 jets air inside the spinning chamber 62 from the nozzle 63 and applies a swirling air current to the fiber bundle 8 present in the spinning chamber 62. However, the guiding needle 61b can be omitted, and the downstream end of the fiber guide 61 can be caused to serve as the guiding needle 61b.

The second holder 70 includes a hollow guiding shaft 71 and a yarn passage 72. The yarn passage 72 is formed at the axis of the hollow guiding shaft 71. The rear ends of the fibers in the fiber bundle 8 are rotated around the tip of the hollow guiding shaft 71 by the action of the air jetted from the nozzle 63. As a result, twists are applied to the fiber bundle 8 whereby the spun yarn 10 is formed. The spun yarn 10 passes through the yarn passage 72 and is led to the outside of the air spinning device 9 from a yarn outlet (not-shown) arranged downstream.

A concrete configuration of the yarn joining device 93 and a yarn joining operation performed by the yarn joining device 93 are explained below with reference to FIG. 6. The yarn joining device 93 includes, as shown in FIG. 6, a yarn joining section 31, a pair of yarn shifting levers 32, 33, a pair of clamping members 34, 35, a pair of yarn pressing levers 36, 37, a first untwisting pipe (the first untwisting member) 38, a second untwisting pipe (the second untwisting member) 39, and a pair of cutters 40, 41.

A yarn joining hole 30 is formed in the yarn joining section 31. Not-shown one or plural exhaust ports are formed inside of the yarn joining hole 30. A swirling air current can be generated inside the yarn joining hole 30 by jetting air from those exhaust ports.

Each of the yarn shifting levers 32, 33, the clamping members 34, 35, and the yarn pressing levers 36, 37 are arranged sandwiching the yarn joining section 31. The yarn shifting lever 32 (or the yarn shifting lever 33) shifts toward the yarn joining section 31 the first yarn (or the second yarn) guided to the yarn joining device 93. The clamping member 34 (or the clamping member 35) clamps and holds a predetermined point of the first yarn (or the second yarn) that has been guided to the yarn joining section 31. The yarn pressing lever 36 (or the yarn pressing lever 37) holds and secures the first yarn (or the second yarn) while yarn joining is performed in the yarn joining section 31.

In this state, a swirling current of the air is generated by jetting air inside the yarn joining hole 30 whereby twists are applied to the first yarn and the second yarn and the two yarns are connected. When the connection of the first yarn and the second yarn is completed, the hold on the first yarn (or the second yarn) by the clamping member 34 (or the clamping member 35) is released, and the operation of the yarn shifting lever 32 (or the yarn shifting lever 33) is stopped.

The first untwisting pipe 38 is for untwisting the first yarn. As shown in FIG. 7A, the first untwisting pipe 38 is a thin and elongated pipe. Moreover, the first untwisting pipe 38 has a substantially circular inner periphery in a cross-section (see FIG. 7B) taken along a plane orthogonal to a longitudinal direction thereof.

One first air blowing hole 45 is formed in the first untwisting pipe 38. The first air blowing hole 45 is a through-hole with a circular or an elliptical cross-section. In a cross-section (see FIG. 7A) taken along a plane parallel to the longitudinal direction of the first untwisting pipe 38, the first air blowing hole 45 is formed in an inclined manner such that the first air blowing hole 45 goes away.
from an inlet 38a of the first untwisting pipe 38 as the first air blowing hole 45 approaches an inside of the first untwisting pipe 38 from an outside thereof. The inlet 38a is an inlet portion of the first untwisting pipe 38. In the cross-section (see FIG. 7B) taken along the plane orthogonal to the longitudinal direction of the first untwisting pipe 38, the first air blowing hole 45 is formed so that a central axis thereof is orthogonal to the inner periphery (circular portion) of the first untwisting pipe 38 (in other words, a center of the first untwisting pipe 38 falls on the central axis of the first air blowing hole 45 when the central axis is extended).

[0036] Air (compressed air) is supplied from a later-explained air supplying section 50 in a space around the outer periphery of the first untwisting pipe 38. This air jets inside the first untwisting pipe 38 from the first air blowing hole 45 (as shown with a thick arrow in FIG. 7A and 7B). The swirling current is generated when this air current collides with an inner peripheral wall of the first untwisting pipe 38. The end of the first yarn (the spun yarn 10 from the package 28) is untwisted when it is whirled by this air current.

[0037] The second untwisting pipe 39 is for untwisting the second yarn. As shown in FIG. 8A, the second untwisting pipe 39 is a thin and elongated pipe. Moreover, the second untwisting pipe 39 has a substantially circular inner periphery in a cross-section (see FIG. 8B) taken along a plane orthogonal to a longitudinal direction thereof.

[0038] Second air blowing holes 46 to 49 are formed in the second untwisting pipe 39. The second air blowing holes 46 to 49 are through-holes with a circular or an elliptical cross-section. In a cross-section (see FIG. 8A) taken along a plane parallel to the longitudinal direction of the second untwisting pipe 39, the second air blowing holes 46 to 49 are formed in an inclined manner such that the second air blowing holes 46 to 49 go away from an inlet 39a of the second untwisting pipe 39 as the second air blowing holes 46 to 49 approach inside of the second untwisting pipe 39 from an outside thereof. The inlet 39a is an inlet portion of the second untwisting pipe 39. In the cross-section (see FIG. 8B) taken along the plane orthogonal to the longitudinal direction of the second untwisting pipe 39, the second air blowing holes 46 to 49 are formed so that central axes thereof go along the circular inner periphery of the second untwisting pipe 39. That is, in the cross-section (see FIG. 8B) taken along the plane orthogonal to the longitudinal direction of the second untwisting pipe 39, the second air blowing holes 46 to 49 are formed tangentially to the circular inner periphery of the second untwisting pipe 39. Each of the second air blowing holes 46 to 49 is formed at a position that is separated by 90 degrees in a peripheral direction from an adjoining second air blowing hole.

[0039] Air (the compressed air) is supplied from the later-explained air supplying section 50 in a space around the outer periphery of the second untwisting pipe 39. This air jets inside the second untwisting pipe 39 from the second air blowing holes 46 to 49 (as shown with thick arrows in FIG. 8A and 8B). Because the air is jetted tangentially to the circular inner periphery of the second untwisting pipe 39 from the second air blowing holes 46 to 49, a swirling current is more easily generated in the second untwisting pipe 39 in comparison with the first untwisting pipe 38. Particularly, because the number of the second air blowing holes 46 to 49 is larger than the number of the first air blowing hole 45, a stronger swirling current is generated in the second untwisting pipe 39 than in the first untwisting pipe 38. The end of the second yarn (the spun yarn 10 from the air spinning device 9) is untwisted when it is whirled by this air current. Even in a situation where the second yarn is difficult to untwist, the stronger swirling current generated inside the second untwisting pipe 39 gives a physical impact to the second yarn and makes it fluffy. When the second yarn is fluffy, because the second yarn and the first yarn entwine during the yarn joining, a stronger joint is formed between the two yarns.

[0040] The ease of untwisting of the first yarn and the second yarn can sometimes be different; however, by generating air currents having different physical properties by using the first untwisting pipe 38 and the second untwisting pipe 39 having different physical properties as discussed above, both the spun yarns 10 can be surely untwisted.

[0041] A configuration that supplies the air to both the first untwisting pipe 38 and the second untwisting pipe 39 is explained below with reference to FIG. 9.

[0042] An air supplying system that includes the spinning frame 1 includes the air supplying section 50 and a regulating section 51. The air supplying section 50 supplies air and it is, for example, a compressor and the like. The air supplying section 50 is installed outside the spinning frame 1. The regulating section 51 is installed inside the spinning frame 1. That is, the spinning frame 1 includes the regulating section 51. The regulating section 51 is capable of separately regulating an amount of air to be supplied to the first untwisting pipe 38 and the second untwisting pipe 39. The regulating section 51 includes a first air amount regulating section 52, a first switching section 53, a second air amount regulating section 54, a second switching section 55, and a yarn joining controlling section 56. Air is supplied to the first air amount regulating section 52 and the second air amount regulating section 54 from the air supplying section 50.

[0043] The first air amount regulating section 52 regulates the amount of air to be supplied to the first switching section 53 (or the first untwisting pipe 38) by regulating a surface area of the flow path and the like. The first switching section 53 is capable of switching between supply and no-supply of the air to the first untwisting pipe 38. The first air amount regulating section 52 and the first switching section 53 are controlled by the yarn joining controlling section 56.

[0044] The second air amount regulating section 54 regulates the amount of air to be supplied to the second
untwisting pipe 39. The second switching section 55 is capable of switching by regulating a surface area of the flow path and the like.

[0045] In the present embodiment, the second yarn is more difficult to untwist than the first yarn, so that the number of the air blowing holes and the directions thereof are set such that a stronger swirling current is generated in the second untwisting pipe 39 than in the first untwisting pipe 38. In addition, the yarn joining controlling section 56 controls the first air amount regulating section 52 and the second air amount regulating section 54 so that more air is supplied to the second untwisting pipe 39 than to the first untwisting pipe 38. Thus, the manner in which the untwisting is performed can be made to differ greatly in the first yarn and the second yarn. Particularly, even if the second yarn is difficult to untwist, by applying a physical impact to the second yarn as mentioned earlier, the joint between the yarns can be made stronger.

[0046] The yarn joining controlling section 56 is capable of regulating a timing to generate the swirling current and a timing to stop the swirling current in the first untwisting pipe 38 (or the second untwisting pipe 39) by controlling the first switching section 53 (or the second switching section 55). For example, the first yarn (or the second yarn) may shift from a desired position if the timing to generate the swirling current is early. The time available for performing the untwisting becomes short if the timing to generate the swirling current is late. Therefore, the yarn joining controlling section 56 controls the first switching section 53 (or the second switching section 55) to generate the swirling current at an appropriate timing 56 decided beforehand. The yarn joining controlling section 56 controls the first switching section 53 (or the second switching section 55) so that the generation of the swirling current is stopped at a timing that does not adversely affect the yarn joining performed after the untwisting operation is over.

[0047] As explained above, the yarn joining device 93 according to the present embodiment includes the first untwisting pipe 38, the second untwisting pipe 39, and the yarn joining section 31. The first untwisting pipe 38 is pipe-shaped. The first air blowing hole 45 is formed in the first untwisting pipe 38. The air jetted inside the first untwisting pipe 38, to generate the air current inside the first untwisting pipe 38, passes through the first air blowing hole 45. The first untwisting pipe 38 applies the air current to the first yarn (the spun yarn 10) and untwists the first yarn. The second untwisting pipe 39 is also pipe-shaped. The first untwisting pipe 38 and the second untwisting pipe 39 have different shapes. The second air blowing holes 46 to 49 are formed in the second untwisting pipe 39. The air jetted inside the second untwisting pipe 39, to generate the air current inside the second untwisting pipe 39, passes through the second air blowing holes 46 to 49. The second untwisting pipe 39 applies the air current to the second yarn (spun yarn 10) and untwists the second yarn. The yarn joining section 31 joins the first yarn untwisted by the first untwisting pipe 38 and the second yarn untwisted by the second untwisting pipe 39.

[0048] Because the first untwisting pipe 38 and the second untwisting pipe 39 have different shapes, the amount of air in the air current (swirling current), the direction of the air current, and the like in each of these pipes can be made different. Therefore, different untwisting forces are applied on the first yarn and the second yarn.

[0049] In the yarn joining device 93 according to the present embodiment, the second air blowing holes 46 to 49 are more in number than the first air blowing hole 45.

[0050] Accordingly, the amount of air in the air current generated in the second untwisting pipe 39 is more than the amount of air in the air current generated in the first untwisting pipe 38.

[0051] In the yarn joining device 93 according to the present embodiment, the inner periphery in the cross-section taken along the plane orthogonal to the longitudinal direction of the first untwisting pipe 38 and the second untwisting pipe 39 is substantially circular. The first air blowing hole 45, when seen along the axis direction of the first untwisting pipe 38, is formed orthogonal to the circular inner periphery of the first untwisting pipe 38. The second air blowing holes 46 to 49, when seen along the axis direction of the second untwisting pipe 39, are formed so that they go along the circular inner periphery of the second untwisting pipe 39.

[0052] Accordingly, a stronger air current is generated in the second untwisting pipe 39 than in the first untwisting pipe 38. Therefore, for example, even if the spun yarn 10 is such that enough untwisting cannot be applied thereto, the strength of the joint can be secured by making the spun yarn 10 fluffy in the second untwisting pipe 39.

[0053] The yarn joining device 93 according to the present embodiment includes the regulating section 51 capable of separately regulating the amount of air to be supplied to the first untwisting pipe 38 and the second untwisting pipe 39.

[0054] Accordingly, the amount of air in the air current generated in the first untwisting pipe 38 and the amount of air in the air current generated in the second untwisting pipe 39 can be easily changed.

[0055] In the yarn joining device 93 according to the present embodiment, the amount of air supplied to the second untwisting pipe 39 is more than the amount of air supplied to the first untwisting pipe 38.

[0056] Accordingly, the amount of air in the air current generated in the second untwisting pipe 39 is more than the amount of air in the air current generated in the first untwisting pipe 38.

[0057] In the yarn joining device 93 according to the present embodiment, the regulating section 51 includes the first switching section 53, the first air amount regulating section 52, the second switching section 55, and
the second air amount regulating section 54. The first switching section 53 switches between supply and no-supply of the air to the first untwisting pipe 38. The first air amount regulating section 52 regulates the amount of air to be supplied to the first untwisting pipe 38. The second switching section 55 switches between supply and no-supply of the air to the second untwisting pipe 39. The second air amount regulating section 54 regulates the amount of air to be supplied to the second untwisting pipe 39.

[0058] Accordingly, not only the amount of air in the air current generated in the first untwisting pipe 38 and the second untwisting pipe 39, but also the timings to generate and stop the air current (i.e., a duration of time for which the untwisting operation is performed) can be regulated separately.

[0059] A second embodiment according to the present invention in which the present invention is applied to an automatic winder is explained below. The automatic winder includes plural winder units 100 arranged side-by-side. The automatic winder includes the yarn joining device 93 having the same configuration as explained in the first embodiment.

[0060] With reference to FIG. 10, a configuration of the winder unit 100 is explained briefly below. The winder unit 100 winds a spun yarn 82 unwound from a yarn supplying package 81, while applying a predetermined winding tension on the spun yarn 82 with a tension applying member 83, on a surface of a winding package 89 by using a winding drum 88 of a winding device 87 while traversing the spun yarn 82.

[0061] The winder unit 100 includes a yarn detecting device 86, a first catching member 84, a second catching member 85, and the yarn joining device 93. The yarn detecting device 86, for example, monitors presence / absence of a yarn defect in the running spun yarn 82. The first catching member 84 catches the spun yarn 82 (the first yarn) from the winding package 89 when a yarn disconnection occurs. The second catching member 85 catches the spun yarn 82 (the second yarn) from the yarn supplying package 81. The yarn joining device 93 joins the first yarn and the second yarn. In the second embodiment, the spun yarn 82 from the yarn supplying package 81 is wound into the winding package 89. Alternatively, the spun yarn 82 from a yarn supplying bobbin formed in a ring spinning frame can be wound into the winding package 89.

[0062] Exemplary embodiments of the present invention are explained above. The structure explained above can, for example, be modified as follows.

[0063] Among the two untwisting pipes, the air supply to which one of the untwisting pipes is to be increased, or the number of the air blowing holes in which one of the untwisting pipes is to be made larger can be decided appropriately. For example, the air supply to which one of the untwisting pipes is to be increased and the like can be decided depending on the ease of or difficulty in untwisting the spun yarn, whether the location is relatively above or below in the vertical direction in the yarn winding machine (a spinning frame, an automatic winder, and the like), or whether the location is relatively upstream or downstream in the yarn path, and the like.

[0064] The number of the air blowing holes formed in the first untwisting pipe 38 and the second untwisting pipe 39, the directions of the air blowing holes (direction in a cross-section taken along a plane orthogonal to a longitudinal direction of the untwisting pipe), and the shapes of the air blowing holes mentioned above are all exemplary, and one or more of these can be changed appropriately. The angle of inclination of the air blowing holes in the cross-section taken along a plane parallel to the longitudinal direction of the untwisting pipes can be set different in the first untwisting pipe 38 and the second untwisting pipe 39. The positions (e.g., the distance from the inlet 38a or the inlet 39a) of the air blowing holes in the cross-section taken along a plane parallel to the longitudinal direction of the untwisting pipes can be set different in the first untwisting pipe 38 and the second untwisting pipe 39. Furthermore, the diameters and/or the lengths of the untwisting pipes can be set different in the first untwisting pipe 38 and the second untwisting pipe 39.

[0065] In the first embodiment, the spun yarn 10 is drawn from the air spinning device 9 by rotating the yarn accumulating roller 15 of the yarn accumulating device 14. Alternatively, the spun yarn can be pinched between a delivery-roller and a nip roller and drawn from the spinning device by rotating the delivery roller and the nip roller. When this configuration is employed, a slack tube that temporarily accumulates the spun yarn 10 by sucking the spun yarn 10 can be provided instead of the yarn accumulating device 14 having the yarn accumulating roller 15.

[0066] In the first embodiment, the layout is such that the package 28 is formed at a position that is below the air spinning device 9. Alternatively, the package 28 can be formed at a position that is above the air spinning device 9.

[0067] According to one aspect of the present invention, a yarn joining device includes a first unwinding section, a second unwinding section, and a yarn joining section. The first unwinding section is a pipe-shaped member. The first unwinding section has a first air blowing hole formed therein for passing air to generate an air current inside thereof. The first unwinding section applies the air current on a first yarn and unwinds the first yarn. The second unwinding section is also a pipe-shaped member. The second unwinding section has a different shape from that of the first unwinding section. The second unwinding section has a second air blowing hole formed therein for passing air to generate an air current inside thereof. The second unwinding section applies the air current on a second yarn and unwinds the second yarn. The yarn joining section joins the first yarn unwound by
the first unwinding section and the second yarn unwound by the second unwinding section.

Accordingly, because the first untwisting section and the second untwisting section have different shapes, the amount of air in the air current, the direction of the air current, and the like in each of these sections can be made different. Therefore, different untwisting forces are applied on the first yarn and the second yarn. In the above yarn joining device, the number of the second air blowing holes is higher than the number of the first air blowing hole.

Accordingly, the amount of air in the air current generated in the second untwisting section is more than the amount of air in the air current generated in the first untwisting section.

In the above yarn joining device, the first unwinding section and the second yarn unwound by the second unwinding section.

Accordingly, the amount of air in the air current generated in the second untwisting section is more than the amount of air supplied to the first untwisting section. Therefore, for example, even if a yarn is such that enough untwisting cannot be applied thereto, the strength of the joint can be secured by making the yarn fluffy in the second untwisting section.

Accordingly, a stronger air current is generated in the second untwisting section than in the first untwisting section. Therefore, for example, even if a yarn is such that enough untwisting cannot be applied thereto, the strength of the joint can be secured by making the yarn fluffy in the second untwisting section.

In the above yarn joining device, the number of the first air blowing hole is one, and number of the second air blowing holes is four.

Accordingly, the amount of air in the air current generated in the second untwisting section is more than the amount of air in the air current generated in the first untwisting section. Therefore, for example, even if a yarn is such that enough untwisting cannot be applied thereto, the strength of the joint can be secured by making the yarn fluffy in the second untwisting section.

The above yarn joining device further includes a regulating section capable of separately regulating an amount of air to be supplied to the first unwinding section and an amount of air to be supplied to the second unwinding section.

Accordingly, the amount of air in the air current generated in the first untwisting section and the amount of air in the air current generated in the second untwisting section can be easily changed.

In the above yarn joining device, the amount of air supplied to the second untwisting section is more than the amount of air supplied to the first untwisting section.

Accordingly, the amount of air in the air current generated in the second untwisting section can be more than the amount of air in the air current generated in the first untwisting section.

In the above yarn joining device, the regulating section includes a first switching section, a first air amount regulating section, a second switching section, and a second air amount regulating section. The first switching section is capable of switching air supply to the first unwinding section between on and off. The first air amount regulating section is capable of regulating the amount of air to be supplied to the first unwinding section. The second switching section is capable of switching air supply to the second unwinding section between on and off. The second air amount regulating section is capable of regulating the amount of air to be supplied to the second unwinding section.

Accordingly, not only the amount of air in the air current generated in the first untwisting section and the second untwisting section, but also the timings to generate and stop the air current (i.e., a duration of time for which the untwisting operation is performed) can be regulated separately.

According to another aspect of the present invention, a spinning machine includes the above yarn joining device, a drafting device, an air spinning device, and a winding section. The drafting device drafts a fiber bundle. The air spinning device forms a yarn by applying twists to the fiber bundle. The winding section forms a package by winding the yarn.

Accordingly, even if there are situations where the ease of untwisting is different for the two yarns produced in discontinuation of a yarn, both the yarns can be appropriately untwisted and joined.

In the above spinning machine, the air spinning device includes a fiber guiding member, a nozzle block, and a hollow guiding shaft. The fiber guiding member guides the fiber bundle to a spinning chamber. The nozzle block applies the twists to the fiber bundle by jetting air to generate a swirling current. The hollow guiding shaft member guides a spun yarn spun inside the spinning chamber.

Accordingly, yarn joining can be performed appropriately in a spinning machine that includes such an air spinning device.

According to still another aspect of the present invention, an automatic winder includes the above yarn joining device, and the automatic winder forms a new package by rewinding any one of a yarn supplying bobbin and a package on which a spun yarn has been wound.

Accordingly, yarn joining can be performed appropriately even in an automatic winder.

In the above explanation, the meaning of "plural" also includes "a predetermined number of".

Although the invention has been explained with respect to specific embodiments for a complete and clear disclosure, the appended claims are not to be thus limited but are to be construed as embodying all modifications and alternative constructions that may occur to one skilled in the art that fairly fall within the basic teaching of the claims.
Claims

1. A yarn joining device comprising:

   a pipe-shaped first unwinding section (38) with a first air blowing hole (45) formed therein for passing air to generate an air current inside thereof that acts on a first yarn (10;82) and un-winds the first yarn (10;82);

   a pipe-shaped second unwinding section (39), with at least one second air blowing hole (46-49) formed therein for passing air to generate an air current inside thereof that acts on a second yarn (10;82) and unwinds the second yarn (10;82); and

   a yarn joining section (31) that joins the first yarn (10;82) unwound by the first unwinding section (38) and the second yarn (10;82) unwound by the second unwinding section (39), characterized in that the second unwinding section (39) has a different shape from that of the first unwinding section (38).

2. The yarn joining device as claimed in Claim 1, characterized in that the number of the second air blowing holes (46-49) is higher than the number of the first air blowing hole (45).

3. The yarn joining device as claimed in Claim 2, characterized in that the first unwinding section (38) and the second unwinding section (39) have a substantially circular inner periphery in a cross-section taken along a plane orthogonal to a longitudinal direction thereof, the first air blowing hole (45), when seen along an axis direction of the first unwinding section (38), is formed orthogonal to the circular inner periphery of the first unwinding section (38), and the second air blowing holes (46-49), when seen along an axis direction of the second unwinding section (39), are formed along the circular inner periphery of the second unwinding section (39).

4. The yarn joining device as claimed in any one of Claims 1 to 3, characterized in that number of the first air blowing hole (45) is one, and number of the second air blowing holes (46-49) is four.

5. The yarn joining device as claimed in any one of Claims 1 to 4, characterized in that a shape of the first air blowing hole (45) is different from a shape of the second air blowing hole (46-49).

6. The yarn joining device as claimed in any one of Claims 1 to 5, characterized in that an angle of inclination of the first air blowing hole (45) is different from an angle of inclination of the second air blowing hole (46-49).

7. The yarn joining device as claimed in any one of Claims 1 to 6, characterized in that a hole diameter of the first air blowing hole (45) is different from a hole diameter of the second air blowing hole (46-49).

8. The yarn joining device as claimed in any one of Claims 1 to 7, characterized in that a diameter of the first unwinding section (38) is different from a diameter of the second unwinding section (39).

9. The yarn joining device as claimed in any one of Claims 1 to 8, further characterized by:

   a regulating section (51) capable of separately regulating an amount of air to be supplied to the first unwinding section (38) and an amount of air to be supplied to the second unwinding section (39).

10. The yarn joining device as claimed in Claim 9, characterized in that the regulating section (51) regulates the amount of air to be supplied to the second unwinding section (39) to be higher than the amount of air to be supplied to the first unwinding section (38).

11. The yarn joining device as claimed in Claim 9 or 10, characterized in that the regulating section (51) includes a first switching section (53) capable of switching air supply to the first unwinding section (38) between on and off, a first air amount regulating section (52) capable of regulating the amount of air to be supplied to the first unwinding section (38), a second switching section (55) capable of switching air supply to the second unwinding section (39) between on and off, a second air amount regulating section (54) capable of regulating the amount of air to be supplied to the second unwinding section (39).

12. A spinning machine comprising:

   the yarn joining device as claimed in any one of Claims 1 to 11;

   a drafting device (7) that drafts a fiber bundle (8);

   an air spinning device (9) that forms a yarn by applying twists to the fiber bundle (8); and

   a winding section (96) that forms a package (28) by winding the yarn.

13. The spinning machine as claimed in Claim 12, char-
acterized in that the air spinning device includes
a fiber guiding member (61) that guides the fiber bun-
dle (8) to a spinning chamber (62);
a nozzle block (60) that applies the twists to the fiber
bundle (8) by jetting air to generate a swirling current;
and
a hollow guiding shaft member (71) that guides a
spun yarn (10;82) spun inside the spinning chamber
(62).

14. An automatic winder comprising the yarn joining de-
vice as claimed in any one of Claims 1 to 11, char-
acterized in that
the automatic winder forms a new package (28) by
rewinding any one of a yarn supplying bobbin and a
package (81) on which a spun yarn (10;82) has been
wound.
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